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View of Fabric Membrane Installation at Concourse F
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View of Airside East
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MTB: Modification Work for Secondary Truss at Bay 3
Second Bangkok International Airport Project (Suvarnabhumi Airport)
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**MTB : Architectural Work**

- **Setting Steel Bottom Deck GL. 61-63/H-G**
  - MTB-West  Level 2

- **Grinding on the Exposed Ceiling**

- **Preparation for BHS Concrete Plinth**
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MTB : Architectural Work

Setting Steel Bottom Deck

Setting Steel Column for Steel Platform
GL. 48-50/D-E Level 6

Cement Underbed for Screeding Work
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**MTB : Civil Work**

Concrete Work for Manhole Zone
GL. 20-29  MTB - East

Non Shrink Grout Pipe connect to Manhole Zone  MTB - West

Piling Work for Walkway GL. 56-67  MTB West
Lay Radiant Cooling pipe for Screeding Work
GL. 30-33/E-G  Level 4  Terminal East
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MTB : Chiller Plant Building East and Underground Train Station
Second Bangkok International Airport Project (Suvarnabhumi Airport)
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**MTB : Chiller Plant Building West and Underground Train Station**
Second Bangkok International Airport Project (Suvarnabhumi Airport)
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Concourse A:

Installation 5 Pin Truss (Airside Opening)

Slab & Beam Level 5
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Concourse B:

Glass Installation GL. 14-17

Scaffolding for Glazing Installation and Fixed PLB GL. 17-20
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Airside East: Placing Precast Slab & Topping Concrete at Level 4
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Airside West: Precast Slab & Topping Concrete at Level 4
Second Bangkok International Airport Project (Suvarnabhumi Airport)  
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**Concourse C:**

- Installation of Steel Bracket GL. 2-5
- Cement Underbed on Level 2 GL. 33-34
Second Bangkok International Airport Project (Suvarnabhumi Airport)
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**Concourse D East:**

Installation of Bracket for Fabric Membrane GL. 13-16

Installation of 5 Pin Truss GL. 43-46 by Gantry Crane #3
Installation of 5-Pin Truss GL. 10-13

Concrete Block Wall Level 1
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Concourse E:

Installation of Steel Stair GL. 3-4

Concrete Block Wall Level 2
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**Concourse F:**

- Installation of Steel Catwalk Level 3 GL. 7-10
- Scaffolding for Glazing Installation GL. 11-20
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**Concourse G:**

Installation of 5 Pin Truss (Airside Opening) GL. 8-11

Excavation of End Bay Footing